
 

 

Successful NetSuite Project at Lexly 
 

Lexly, a leading legal tech firm providing online services for both private end-customers and 

companies, went live with NetSuite after a successful implementation project with Addovation. 

 

The implemented solution was based on the SuiteSuccess Financials First solution from Oracle 

NetSuite and covered the following areas: Financial Management, Procure to Pay, Order to Cash 

and integrations to their CRM platform and Nordic Banks. The new business solution will 

provide Lexly with a robust platform for further growth and have enable more efficient and 

automated processes. 

 

We were looking for a Business Solution that could improve our process efficiency and give us 

real time insight to all our subsidiaries in one place. With NetSuite we have increased the level 

of automation within our finance department and our financial processes, which will lead to 

greater profitability long-term" says Jenny Egersand Accountant Manager at Lexly. 

 

Addovation was selected as the implementation partner because of their NetSuite expertise and 

their great reputation on the market. They also had a fast-track implementation approach that we 

felt was interesting and wanted to use in our project. 

 

"We decided to sign a contract for the implementation project with Addovation and are really 

pleased with the outcome. Our Go Live has been a success and we have really liked working with 

the project team from Addovation in this implementation, says Peter Auer, Project Manager at 

Lexly. 

 

"The level of commitment in the project team has in my opinion been fantastic. We have really 

enjoyed working with Lexly during the implementation. The team spirit has been great from the 

early stage, and I think that is one of the key success factors of the project. We are looking 

forward to a continued collaboration with the Lexly team, to support them in their journey ahead 

and we hope this has been a start of a long-term relationship”, says Adam Hermansson, Solution 

Architect at Addovation. 

 


